The MARINE Test Center is a laboratory born from a partnership between Sercel Underwater Acoustics and SHIP AS A SERVICE. The combination of both companies’ expertise in acoustic communication and marine services make it the ideal choice for the test, qualification and validation of in-sea equipment. The sea test center offers a safe and secure environment within which to achieve your test objectives under optimal conditions.

By guaranteeing engineering services and HSE compliance of the highest standards, we ensure professional and safe conditions for all types of operations. In addition, the center is ideally located with direct access to the sea, permanently based workboats and dedicated docks connected to the laboratory facility as well as a wide range of instrumentation. Look no further, you have found the ideal site for all your marine equipment testing needs!

// A WIDE RANGE OF APPLICATIONS
- Underwater acoustics
- Drone sea trials and qualification
- Complex and unconventional operations
- Surveys using certified crews and vessels

// INTEGRATED SERVICES
- Permitting
- Logistics
- Technical assistance

// HIGHEST SAFETY & QUALITY STANDARDS
- 50 years of HSE experience in the Oil & Gas industry
- Compliant with ISO9001, ISO14001 & ISO45001
Equipment

// ONSHORE EQUIPMENT
- Secured access to working labs and meeting rooms
- Well equipped data acquisition room
- A 100m x 17m dock equipped with pontoons
- Lifting equipment with full dock coverage

// OFFSHORE EQUIPMENT & TECHNOLOGIES
- Multipurpose workboats, hydrographic vessels, barges
- Instrumentation: subsea positioning, underwater modems, sonars, sensors, cameras, tension meters...
- Deployment of ROV, AUV and USV
- Control rooms
- Buoys, weights, etc.

// AN IDEAL LOCATION
- Easy access to a varied selection of operational environments: sheltered, in river, wrecks, inshore or offshore.
- A large community of specialized maritime suppliers located nearby that can provide coverage for any last-minute needs.
- Well connected: 1h from Paris by plane and less than 2 hours by car from Nantes, Brest or Rennes.